To Those attending the 12th Annual Integrative Oncology Conference in Reno - or those attending the Integrative Health Cure for Cancer conference in San Diego, April 25-27, 2014:

Relax Saunas of Momentum98 has had booths at about 100 + Integrative medical doctor shows in the last 10 years. We have also exhibited and demonstrated the Relax Sauna at about 10-12 conferences whose focus has been on alternative cancer treatments. We have been very successful in encouraging attendees and Holistic Health professionals and Doctors to purchase Relax Saunas at most of these conferences. Many doctors are now selling to their patients, as well.

Far Infrared Light is a Light Nutrient, maybe even more essential than Sunshine Vitamin D. Far Infrared Light is the light that resonates with turtle eggs beneath the sand, and which causes them to hatch. Far infrared Light is the energy that comes from the sun, and warms your core on a cold day. Chickens generate far infrared Light in order to hatch their eggs, and on a really cold night, we need 3 dogs to keep us warm with their far infrared energy. Go to our video website: http://www.momentum98.com/youtube.html You can view over 100 testimonial videos from doctors and others who have had digestive problems, pain problems, serious disease problems, as well as problems associated with sleep, and lack of vitality, simply disappear in minutes, or over time. Please recommend Far Infrared Light for your clients. Look at our Far Infrared 4-page Medical Facts sheet.

Why is the Relax Sauna more effective than wooden saunas costing over 4 times the amount of the Relax Sauna? The technology is simply far more advanced. Doesn’t look very pretty, but the energy that comes from the Relax Sauna generators is unparalleled in the Infrared Sauna industry. We actually generate 95%-99% FIR Energy, not just 40-60%. This can make a BIG BIG Difference. The main thing we ask of you: If you have a wooden sauna, and think that because the Relax Sauna would never make it into an art museum … Try the Relax Sauna for 5-10 minutes with your clothes on. You may find it hard to believe how good it feels, and how effective it is for even mild aches and pains.

We believe that the Relax Far Infrared Sauna should be almost required therapy for almost every chronic or “terminal” disease. We have recently interviewed Dr. Marilyn Joyce, who has a radio network blog. She has had great success with a number of cancer patients. We just received a phone call on April 21, 2014 from a man who bought a Relax Sauna from us at the Cancer Control Society Convention in LA last September. He loves the Relax Sauna. He also related to us that his friend also got a Relax Sauna from us at that time. His friend had recently been diagnosed with Cancer. He has used the Relax Sauna, and done some other things. The regular doctors can’t find his cancer any more. They think they made a mistake. We highly recommend that whatever regimen a person goes on, that they include Sweat Therapy & the Relax Sauna in their protocol.

---

**Deep Tissue Far Infrared Heat Therapy Lamp**

* Drug Free
* Non-Surgical
* Pain Free
* Fast Acting

Upright application for lower back injury

Horizontal application for lower back injury

Knee injury

**Far Infrared Heat Therapy** is the most advanced approach for most sports related injuries with no drugs, non-surgical and fast acting pain free relief in as little as 10 minutes per application.

- Effective for clinical uses such as: localized pain treatments in physiotherapy, massage therapy, acupuncture therapy, chiropractic treatment and sports therapy.
- Reduces pain and improves range of motion without the use of drugs.
- 10-15 minutes application of Far Infrared Heat Therapy Lamp increases blood flow and reduces swelling to injured areas thus improving mobility.
- Clinically proven for faster healing result on lower back strain, slipped discs, arthritis conditions and other joint, torn ligament, strained muscle, circulatory and inflammatory conditions.
- There is no discomfort during treatment, simply a deep far infrared heat that penetrates through affected area of injury.
- Upon application the decrease in inflammation is remarkably fast.
- Powerful enough to use while wearing clothes without reducing healing benefits.